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COURT OF APPEAL OF KYIV CITY   
03680 Kyiv, Solomianska St., 2-а, 

fax 284-15-77 e-mail: inbox@kia.court.gov.ua 
 

Case No: 22-ц/796/12950/2016 Presiding in Trial Court – I.V. Lytvynova  
Reporter in Court of Appeal – M.I. Onishchuk  

 

DECISION  
IN THE NAME OF UKRAINE 

 
November 30th 2016 chamber of Civil proceedings court of justice of Court of Appeal of Kyiv city 
consisting of: 

chief judge M.I. Onishchuk  
judges L.D. Ukrainets, V.A. Shebuieva 
secretary K.V. Maidanets  
involving:  
claimant's counsels Y.S. Hlazkov, Y.O. Kolesnikov  

 
having studied appeal petition of the counsel of Yuriy Volodymyrovych Ivaniushchenko – Yevhen 
Stanislavovych Hlazkov on the decision delivered by Pecherskyi district court of Kyiv city dated 
August 22th 2016 on the civil case concerning the slander lawsuit (protection of honor, dignity and 
business reputation) by Yuriy Volodymyrovych Ivaniushchenko against Serhii Anatoliiovych 
Leshchenko, Ukrainian parliament within open court hearing in the courtroom in Kyiv city. 

ESTABLISHED 
In April 2016 Y. V. Ivaniushchenko (hereinafter - the claimant) filed a lawsuit against S.A. 
Leshchenko (hereinafter - the defendant), Ukrainian parliament (hereinafter – the defendant and/or 
UP), in which he sought: 
 
- to recognize information as unreliable, being in contrary to the facts, which breaches his non-
proprietary rights, impairs his honor, dignity and business reputation. Above mentioned 
information expressed by S.A. Leshchenko at the live television show "Schuster LIVE” on 
20.11.2015 at the channel 3S.tv is as follows: 
 
“...for example, it may be Yuriy Ivaniushchenko, closest associate of Yanukovych, dubbed Yura 
Yenakievskii, who supervised Ukrspirt, grain corporation, government reserve. Literal stocks of 
gold. He was the underboss, he held a stake in everything. To crown it all, he was involved in 
particular delivering of thugs, who eventually killed journalist Veremii on Mykhailivska square.”; 
 
- to recognize information as unreliable, being in contrary to the facts, which breaches his non-
proprietary rights, impairs his honor, dignity and business reputation. Above mentioned 
information expressed by S.A. Leshchenko live at the television show Schuster LIVE 01.04.2016 
at the channel 3S.tv is as follows: 
 
“Yuriy Ivaniushchenko is being checked by the investigator of General Prosecutor’s Office as for 
complicity to deliver thugs and assassination of journalist Veremii. He was repeatedly, over and 
over again checked with regard to the case. Yuriy Ivaniushchenko was responsible for dirty deeds 
of Yanukovych.”; 
 
- to oblige the defendant S.A. Leshchenko to dispose unreliable information in the approximate 
(comparable) way as it was spread considering maximum efficiency of disposing and under 
 

 
condition that such disposing will reach maximum quantity of people, which took previously 
spread information, i.e. within one month from date decision comes into force, to proactively take 
part in the television show Schuster LIVE at the channel 3S.tv and live announce (without 
amendments, comments etc.), the following: 
 

“Information expressed by me November 20th 2015 live at the television show Schuster LIVE at 
the channel 3S.tv, i.e.: “...for example, it may be Yuriy Ivaniushchenko, closest associate of  
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Yanukovych, dubbed Yura Yenakievskii, who supervised Ukrspirt, grain corporation, government 
reserve. Literal stocks of gold. He was underboss, he had his finger in every pie. To crown it all, 
he was involved in particular delivering of thugs, which eventually killed journalist Veremii on 
Mykhailivska square.”, is unreliable and is in contrary to the facts; 
 
Also, information expressed by me April 01 2016 at the television show Schuster LIVE at the 
channel 3S.tv, i.e.: “Yuriy Ivaniushchenko is being checked by the investigator of General 
Prosecutor’s Office as for complicity to deliver thugs and assassination of journalist Veremii. He 
was repeatedly, over and over again checked with regard to the case. Yuriy Ivaniushchenko was 
responsible for dirty deeds of Yanukovych.”, is unreliable and is in contrary to the facts; 
 
- costs related to disposing of information and court fees are to be collected from the defendants. 
 
To confirm claimed demands the claimant indicated that information spread by the defendant 
impairs his honor, dignity and business reputation as it strikes society convincing it that he acts 
immorally and despises the law, is involved in organized criminal activity, commits crimes and 
unlawful acts and thus such information is unreliable and is to be disposed. 
 
By decision of Pecherskyi district court of Kyiv city dated 22.08.2016 the claim was rejected. 
 
In the appeal petition, with the reference to breaches of regulations of law of substance and law of 
procedure by court, the counsel of claimant seeks to reverse the court decision and hold a new one 
to settle a claim. He considers that the court misjudged facts of the case and available evidence, 
and as a result it came to unfounded inference on violation absence of non-proprietary rights of the 
claimant by the defendants. 
 
Within court session the counsels of the claimant supported appeal petition due to reasons laid out 
in it and sought to settle it. 
 
The defendant S.A. Leshchenko and his counsel did not attend the court session; they were 
informed about time and place of proceedings in a case in a proper manner. In applications 
addressed to the court they sought to try a case in their absence and reject appeal petition of the 
claimant. 
 
The counsel of the defendant UP also did not attend the court session; he was informed about time 
and place of proceedings in a case in a proper manner. In negative averments addressed to the 
court he sought to reject appeal petition and try the case in his absence. 
 
Under such circumstances the chamber recognized to try the case in the absence of the defendants 
and their counsels, as their absence does not hinder proceedings in a case (part 2 Article 305 of 
Civil Procedure Code of Ukraine). 
 
Having listened to the report of the judge, explanations of the claimant’ counsels, studied 
materials of the case, checked lawfulness and justification of the decision within submissions of 
the appeal petition, discussed submissions of the appeal petition, the chamber comes to conclusion 
that the appeal petition is to be partially settled due to the following reasons. 
 
According to part 1 Article 303 CPC of Ukraine, within proceedings in a case on appeal, Court of 
Appeal checks lawfulness and justification of Trial Court’s decision within submissions of the 
appeal petition and demands announced in the Trial Court. 
 
According to requirements of Article 213 CPC of Ukraine, the court’s decision ought to be lawful 
and justified. Court’s decision is lawful if the court having met all requirements of civil legal 
proceedings solved a case according to the law. Justified is a decision approved according to 
thoroughly ascertained circumstances, which the parties refer to as grounds of their demands and 
oppositions confirmed by evidence, which were studied within court session. 
 
Having approved court’s decision in the case on rejection in settling a claim, Trial Court 
proceeded on the basis that statements of the defendants are biased judgements containing critical 
assessment of the events related to the activity of the claimant as a public figure and due to the 
requirements of the law are not subject to disposing. 
 
It’s not possible to agree on above mentioned conclusion of the court considering the following. 
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From the materials of the case it is seen and the parties do not object that S.A. Leshchenko 
20.11.2015 and 01.04.2016 took part in live television show Schuster LIVE at the channel 3S.tv 
where he expressed the following information: 
 
“...for example, it may be Yuriy Ivaniushchenko, closest associate of  
Yanukovych, dubbed Yura Yenakievskii, who supervised Ukrspirt, grain corporation, government 
reserve. Literal stocks of gold. He was the underboss, he held a stake in everything. To crown it 
all, he was involved in particular delivering of thugs, which eventually killed journalist Veremii 
on Mykhailivska square.”; 
 
“Yuriy Ivaniushchenko is being checked by the investigator of General Prosecutor’s Office as for 
complicity to deliver thugs and assassination of journalist Veremii. He was repeatedly, over and 
over again checked with regard to the case. Yuriy Ivaniushchenko was responsible for dirty deeds 
of Yanukovych.”. 
 
Constitution of Ukraine recognizes honor and dignity of human as the highest social value and 
stipulates that every person has the right to respect to his/her dignity (Articles 3, 28). 
 
Therewith Constitution of Ukraine guarantees the right to freedom of opinion and speech, free 
expression of their views and beliefs. Every person has the right to collect, store, use and spread 
information orally, in writing or in other manner – to their own discretion without restraint. 
Exercise of these rights may be limited by the law in the interests of national security, territorial 
integrity or civil order to avoid disorders or crimes, for health care of citizens, to protect reputation 
or rights of other people, to avoid disclosure of confidential information, or to support influence 
and impartiality of upright judge (Article 34 Constitution of Ukraine). 
 
Right to express judgements, assessments, opinions are secured both in Article 10 of European 
Human Rights and fundamental liberties Convention, which according to Article 9 of Constitution 
of Ukraine is a part of national legislation and is guaranteed by Article 34 of Constitution of 
Ukraine. 
 
Thus, according to Article 10 of Human Rights and fundamental liberties Convention 1950 
ratified by Ukrainian Parliament, each person has right to freedom to express their opinion. This 
right includes freedom to uphold their views, receive and spread information. 
 
Although, Clause 2 Article 10 of Convention states that using these liberties as it’s related to 
obligations and responsibility, may be subject to such conditions and limitations established by 
law and are necessary to protect reputation or rights of other persons. 
By Clause 19 of Decree by Plenum of Supreme Court of Ukraine «On court practice in cases on 
protection of dignity and honor of individual and legal entity» dated 27.02.2009 No 1 (hereinafter 
- Decree by Plenum SCU) it is defined that when settling matters to make out if spread 
information is unreliable, courts ought to define type of such information and find out if it’s 
substantial statement or judgment. 
 
Due to regulations of Article 62 Constitution of Ukraine, by which one of the essential principals - 
assumption of innocence is attached and also according to requirements of Article 68 Constitution 
of Ukraine, according to which each and every person is obliged to strictly comply with 
Constitution and laws of Ukraine, not to breach rights and liberties, honor and dignity of other 
persons, right of each person on freedom of opinion and speech, free expression of their views and 
beliefs corresponds to obligation not to spread unreliable information about other 
person/persons. 
 
By part 2 Article 302 Civil Code of Ukraine it is stipulated obligation of person who spreads 
information to make sure that it’s reliable. 
 
That is why, spreading information by the defendant S.A. Leshchenko as regards to the claimant 
about illegal activity of the claimant, which has incriminating hint and is recognized as accusation 
of the claimant on commitment of crimes (criminal law breaches) without proper checking of the 
information by relevant authorities, can’t be considered judgements according to Article 30 Law 
of Ukraine «On information», as such substantial statements of the defendant can be checked if 
they are facts by actual studying of materials. 
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Materials of the case don’t contain any data that any authorities which according to legislation of 
Ukraine ought to check circumstances, which have presumable indications of criminal law 
violation, have found out any such indications of criminal law violation which were in spread 
information about the claimant. 
 
By Decree by Plenum SCU it was explained that legal base of law violation, the presence of which 
may be reason to settle the claim, is the combination of the following circumstances: spreading of 
information, at least another person was informed in any manner; spread information concerns 
particular individual or legal entity, i.e. the claimant; spreading of unreliable information, which is 
against the facts: spreading of information which breaches non-proprietary rights, i.e. either 
impairs particular personal non-proprietary benefits, or prevent person from due exercising of their 
personal non-proprietary right completely. 
 
More than one person get information spread by the defendant live at the television show Schuster 
LIVE at the channel 3S.tv. 
 
Clause 22 CC of Ukraine defines list of personal non-proprietary rights of individual i.e.: right to 
respect to dignity and honor (Article 297 CC of Ukraine) and right to inviolability of business 
reputation (Article 299 CC of Ukraine). 
 
Studying out above mentioned notions in context of their protection against unlawful acts by other 
persons the following facts should be pointed out. 
 
Notion of honor should be understood as personal non-proprietary benefit, which is positive social 
assessment of associates, which is based on compliance of behavior to general notions for good 
and bad and recognition of the assessment by the person. Notion of dignity should be understood 
as factor of moral consciousness, which at the same time reflects moral attitude of the individual 
to himself/herself and society to him/her. In turn, business reputation is established assessment of 
individuals based on available information on his/her positive and negative socially important acts 
in particular field which associates are aware of. 
 

Thus, chamber came to conclusion that information regarding the claimant declared by the 
defendant is against the facts, i.e. unreliable, and also lots of people are given distorted impression 
about activity of the claimant, it is perceived as accusation of the latter that he allegedly 
committed torts (crimes), which surely impairs honor, dignity and business reputation of the 
claimant. 
 
In litigated decision the court points out that the claimant from 12.12.2012 till 27.11.2014 was a 
public figure, i.e. held position of member of Ukrainian Parliament, thus he was public person, 
consequently limit of allowed criticism regarding the claimant is vaster than for ordinary person. 
 
The court came to such conclusions considering Articles З, 4, 6 of Declaration on debates liberties 
in mass media, approved 12.02.2004 at 872th session of Committee and Ministers of Council of 
Europe (hereinafter - Declaration), which stipulate that as politicians and officials who hold public 
positions or perform public authority, at local, regional or international levels, have decided to call 
on trust of society and agreed to “impose” themselves as object of public debates, thus they are 
subjects of thorough civil control and potentially can come under sharp and heavy civil criticism 
in mass media regarding the manner they performed or perform their obligations. 
 
Regulations of Declaration stipulate that limits of allowed criticism regarding politician or other 
public figure are much vaster than for ordinary person. Public figures inevitably face meticulous 
reporting of their words and deeds and must realize it. 
 
The claimant was a member of Ukrainian Parliament of VI (from 23.11.2007 till 12.12.2012) and 
VII (from 12.12.2012 till 27.11.2014) assemblies which is not denied by parties, and consequently 
for the moment of spreading information regarding the claimant, the latter was not a public figure 
as since 27.11.2014 he hasn’t held public positions or performed public authority at local, regional 
or international levels, and also the claimant is not an active participant of political life of Ukraine. 
 
Above mentioned Declaration which the court refers to, also indicates the following Decrees: , 
Decree No: (74) 26 regarding the right to answer - capabilities of the person as for press and 
Recommendation No: R (99) 15 regarding reporting methods of election campaign by mass 
media, also reminds about Recommendation No:(97) 20 on «hate speech» [1] and points out, that 
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freedom of political debates doesn’t stipulate the right to express racially themed opinion and 
beliefs, which provoke hatred, xenophobia, antisemitism and all forms of zero tolerance, 
considering Decree No:1165 (1998) of Parliament Assembly of Council of Europe regarding the 
right to privacy. 
 
The court didn’t pay much attention to the fact that S.A. Leshchenko with such statements as: “ he 
was involved in particular delivering of thugs, which eventually killed journalist Veremii on 
Mykhailivska square.; is being checked by the investigator of General Prosecutor’s Office as for 
complicity to deliver thugs and assassination of journalist Veremii. He was repeatedly, over and 
over again checked with regard to the case. Yuriy Ivaniushchenko was responsible for dirty deeds 
of Yanukovych.”, breaches above mentioned Declaration, as considering public stir of 
investigation of tragic events at Maidan, the latter expresses «hate speech» thus making society 
hate the claimant, as he regularly convinces lots of people that Y.V. Ivaniushchenko is involved in 
committing grave offences - murder and that Y.V. Ivaniushchenko acts immorally, despises law, 
takes part in organized criminal activity, commits crimes and unlawful acts, etc. 
 

Thus, Court of Appeal considers that S.A. Leshchenko, as member of Ukrainian Parliament and 
journalist with regards to Y.V. Ivaniushchenko exceeded limits of allowed criticism mentioned in 
Declaration, as the defendant spread actual data regarding the claimant in an assertative form. The 
above mentioned data could have been checked for their credibility. 
To recap, the chamber, having studied spread information as a whole and fragments of 
information in its system relation, comes to conclusion that information about the claimant spread 
by the defendant S.A. Leshchenko, which is object of contradiction, is assertative. It means that 
the defendant without any proper and legal evidence represented certain facts about the claimant, 
which do not reflect reality, and which are negative and are not judgements according to 
interpretation of requirements of law, and consequently, impair honor, dignity and business 
reputation of the claimant. 
 
According to Article 277 CC of Ukraine individual whose personal non-proprietary rights are 
infringed as a result of spreading unreliable information about him/her, has the right to respond, 
and also to dispose such information. Disposing of unreliable information is performed by the 
person who had spread information. Disposing of unreliable information is performed in the same 
manner as it was spread. 
 
To solve the matter regarding the choice of protection method of non-proprietary right it’s 
necessary to follow explanations indicated in Part З, 25 of Decree by Plenum SCU. They state the 
following information: choice of protection method of personal non-proprietary right, in 
particular, right to inviolability of business reputation belongs to the claimant; also, the person 
whose right is infringed may choose general as well as special protection methods of their right 
stipulated by law which regulates specific civil-law relations. Disposing of unreliable information 
must be performed in the same manner as it was spread, and as a result, maximum efficiency must 
be achieved, under condition that such disposing ought to influence maximum quantity of people 
who recognized prior spread information. 
 
According to part 24 of Decree by Plenum SCU, if a court approves decision on right to dispose 
spread unreliable information, that in court’s decision if necessary the court may set forth text of 
information disposing or indicate that disposing ought to be performed by notification about 
court’s decision in the case, including publication of the text. 
 
According to general rule, information which discredits a person ought to be disposed in a manner 
most similar to its spreading (publication in press, announcement on radio, television, 
announcement during the meeting of citizens, meeting of personnel, revoking of documents etc.). 
Court’s decision also ought to contain term within which a respond or disposing must be 
published. 
 
Considering above mentioned information, Court of Appeal deems demands of the claimant to 
dispose unreliable spread information justified and comes to conclusion that in this case, to gain 
most efficient way to dispose unreliable information, the defendant S.A. Leshchenko ought to be 
obliged to dispose unreliable information within one month as soon as this decision comes into 
legal force. Unreliable information to be disposed is as follows: “...for example, it may be Yuriy 
Ivaniushchenko, closest associate of Yanukovych, dubbed Yura Yenakievskii, who supervised 
Ukrspirt, grain corporation, government reserve. Literal stocks of gold. He was the underboss, he 
held a stake in everything. To crown it all, he was involved in particular delivering of thugs, which 
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eventually killed journalist Veremii on Mykhailivska square.”; “Yuriy Ivaniushchenko is being 
checked by the investigator of General Prosecutor’s Office as for complicity to deliver thugs and 
assassination of journalist Veremii. He was repeatedly, over and over again checked with regard to 
the case. Yuriy Ivaniushchenko was responsible for dirty deeds of Yanukovych.” by announcing 
resolution part of the decision live at the television show Schuster LIVE at the channel 3S.tv. 
 

Thus, the conclusion of the court about the judgments and critical assessments of the activity of 
the claimant as public figure, that cannot be subject of judicial defense, is deemed to be 
unjustified, as it contradicts the facts of the case, the content of spread information and 
requirements of the law. 
 
Under such circumstances, when it was established that defendant S.A. Leshchenko spread 
unreliable information about the claimant which evidently impairs his honor, dignity and business 
reputation, the chamber comes to conclusion that there are proper legal reasons to make decision 
to recognize information spread by the defendant as unreliable and such that impairs honor, 
dignity and business reputation of the claimant and also to impose obligation on the defendant 
S.A. Leshchenko to dispose spread information in the same manner as it was spread. 
 
With the regard to decision of the court in part of rejection to settle demands under lawsuit against 
Ukrainian Parliament, in this part decision of the court is not appealed by the parties, as 
notwithstanding that in prayer part of appeal petition, the claimant seeks to reverse a court 
decision completely, although in reasons for judgment regarding illegal rejection to settle the 
demands no evidence was presented. 
 
According to requirements of Article 309 CPC of Ukraine reasons to reverse decisions of Trial 
Court and approve new decision or to change are as follows: incomplete circumstances 
identification of the case by court, which are essential for the case; circumstances were not proved, 
which are essential for the case, which the court deemed as established; absence of 
correspondence between conclusions of the court and circumstances of the case; breach or misuse 
of rule of substantive law or procedural rules and regulations etc. 
 
Thus, considering content of declared demands under lawsuit and demands of appeal petition, the 
chamber comes to conclusion about partial settling of appeal petition, i.e. to reverse decision of 
the court in part of rejection to settle demands under lawsuit of Y.V. Ivaniushchenko against S.A. 
Leshchenko on protection of honor, dignity and business reputation and to approve in this part 
new decision on partial settling of the demands, in particular, to recognize as unreliable and 
impairing honor, dignity and business reputation of Y.V. Ivaniushchenko information spread by 
S.A. Leshchenko live at the television show Schuster LIVE 20.11.2015 and 01.04.2016 at the 
channel 3S.tv and obligation of the latter to dispose unreliable information within one month as 
soon as this decision comes into legal force, by announcing resolution part of the decision live at 
the television show Schuster LIVE at the channel 3S.tv. 
 
The decision of the court in part of rejection to settle demands under lawsuit of Yuriy 
Volodymyrovych Ivaniushchenko against Ukrainian Parliament on protection of honor, dignity 
and business reputation ought to be remained intact. 
 
Moreover, as Court of Appeal came to conclusion to settle the claim partially, so according to the 
requirements of Article 88 CPC of Ukraine, the defendant S.A. Leshchenko ought to be 
surcharged court fees totally 551,20 UAH for the benefit of the claimant, proportionally to the 
amount of settled demands under the lawsuit. 
 
Considering above mentioned information, following Articles 218, 303, 304, 307, 309. 313, 314. 
316. 317. 319 CPC of Ukraine, the chamber – 
 

RESOLVED: 
 

To settle appeal petition partially of the counsel of Yuriy Volodymyrovych Ivaniushchenko – 
Yevhen Stanislavovych Hlaskov. 
 

 

To reject the decision of Pecherskyi district court of Kyiv city dated 22 August 2016 in part of 
rejection to settle demands under lawsuit by Yuriy Volodymyrovych Ivaniushchenko against 
Serhii Anatoliiovych Leshchenko on protection of honor, dignity and business reputation. 
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In this part new decision is to be approved. 
Claims under the lawsuit by Yuriy Volodymyrovych Ivaniushchenko against Serhii Anatoliiovych 
Leshchenko on protection of honor, dignity and business reputation are to be settled partially. 
 
To recognize information spread by Serhii Anatoliiovych Leshchenko live at the television show 
Schuster LIVE 20.11.2015 at the channel 3S.tv, i.e.: “...for example, it may be Yuriy 
Ivaniushchenko, closest associate of Yanukovych, dubbed Yura Yenakievskii, who 
supervised Ukrspirt, grain corporation, government reserve. Literal stocks of gold. He was 
the underboss, he held a stake in everything. To crown it all, he was involved in particular 
delivering of thugs, which eventually killed journalist Veremii on Mykhailivska square.” – as 
unreliable and impairing honor, dignity and business reputation of Yuriy Volodymyrovych 
Ivaniushchenko. 
 
To recognize information spread by Serhii Anatoliiovych Leshchenko live at the television show 
Schuster LIVE 01.04.2016 at the channel 3S.tv, i.e.: “Yuriy Ivaniushchenko is being checked 
by the investigator of General Prosecutor’s Office as for complicity to deliver thugs and 
assassination of journalist Veremii. He was repeatedly, over and over again checked with 
regard to the case. Yuriy Ivaniushchenko was responsible for dirty deeds of Yanukovych.” – 
as unreliable and impairing honor, dignity and business reputation of Yuriy Volodymyrovych 
Ivaniushchenko. 
 
To impose obligation on Serhii Anatoliiovych Leshchenko to dispose unreliable information 
within one month as soon as this decision comes into legal force, i.e.: “...for example, it may 
be Yuriy Ivaniushchenko, closest associate of Yanukovych, dubbed Yura Yenakievskii, who 
supervised Ukrspirt, grain corporation, government reserve. Literal stocks of gold. He was 
the underboss, he held a stake in everything. To crown it all, he was involved in particular 
delivering of thugs, which eventually killed journalist Veremii on Mykhailivska square.”; 
“Yuriy Ivaniushchenko is being checked by the investigator of General Prosecutor’s Office 
as for complicity to deliver thugs and assassination of journalist Veremii. He was repeatedly, 
over and over again checked with regard to the case. Yuriy Ivaniushchenko was responsible 
for dirty deeds of Yanukovych.”, by announcing the resolution part of the decision live on 
television show Schuster LIVE at channel 3S.tv. 
 
To surcharge Serhii Anatoliiovych Leshchenko in favour of Yuriy Volodymyrovych 
Ivaniushchenko the court fee in the amount of 551 UAH 20 cop. 
 
The decision of Pecherskyi district court of Kyiv city dated 22 August 2016 in part of rejection to 
settle claims under the lawsuit by Yuriy Volodymyrovych Ivaniushchenko against Ukrainian 
Parliament on protection of honor, dignity and business reputation ought to be remained intact.  
 
The decision comes into force from the moment of its announcement and a complaint may be 
litigated within twenty days in Superior Specialized Civil and Criminal Court of Ukraine. 
 

Chief judge signature M.I. Onishchuk  

 

Judges signature 
 

L.D. Ukrainets,  
V.A. Shebuieva  
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Judge        signature 

Secretary  signature 
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